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ABSTRACT 
Matrix-closed families of subspaces of a Banach space have been of importance in 
connection with generalizations of the local reflexivity theorem. The present paper 
provides sufficient conditions for a family of subspaces to be matrix-closed which can 
easily be checked. Using this result it is, e.g., simple to decide whether a family 
consisting of three subspaces is matrix-closed or not. It is also shown that this is in a 
sense the best possible general assertion, since no similar result can hold for the case 
of four subspaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be a finite family of closed subspaces of a Banach space X. Then 
.F is called matrix-closed if for (not necessarily distinct) G,, . . . , G, E 5 and 
any m X n matrix M = (aj,) of scalars the operator (gr, . . . , gn) ++ (xi ajig,ji 
from IIGj to X” has a closed range. 
The importance of this notion stems from the fact that it is always possible 
to choose the local reflexivity operator so that compatibility with the G in a 
matrix-closed family can be guaranteed: 
THEOREM [l, Theorem 3.21. Let X be a Banach space together with a 
matrix-closed family 9, E c X” and F c X’ finite-dimensional subspaces, 
and E > 0. Then there is an operator T : E + X such that 
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(i) (1 - E>[[x”[[ Q IIZ’x” 11 < (1 + E)[[x” 11 fir X” E E, 
(ii) x’(Tx”) = x”(x’) for x” E E, X’ E F, 
(iii) TX” = X” for x” E E n X, 
(iv) for any G E g and any X” E E which lies in the bipolar of G one 
has TX” E G, 
(v) for any G E .Y and any x” E E which is weak *-continuous on the 
polar Go ofG one has x’(Tx”) = r”(x’> for the x’ E Go. 
We note that it was Bellenot [2] who first studied local reflexivity 
theorems together with the condition T(E n Coo> c G, and his “friendly 
collections” can be thought of as the forerunners of matrix-closed families. 
Examples of matrix-closed families are given in [l, Proposition 4.41; there 
seems to be, however, no simple criterion to decide whether a given g 
is matrix-closed or not. The aim of the present paper is to develop an 
easy-to-apply sufficient condition and to show-in a sense which will be 
made precise in Section 4-that there is no hope for a simple general 
characterization theorem. 
We start our investigations in Section 2 with technical preparations (in 
particular we will introduce an appropriate terminology). Also, the fundamen- 
tal ideas required to go from arbitrary matrices to simpler ones are devel- 
oped. Section 3 contains our main positive result, a sufficient condition for 
matrix-closedness (see Theorem 3.1). As a consequence it will follow that a 
family F = {G,, G,, G3] is matrix-closed iff arbitrary sums of the spaces 
G,, G,,G,,G, n G,,G, n G,,G, n G, are closed. Those who expect a 
similarly simple criterion for four or even more subspaces should consult 
Section 4. There we study in detail a characterization of matrix-closedness for 
certain particularly well-behaved families .F of four spaces. As a surprising 
consequence it will turn out that no characterization of matrix-closedness by 
using finitely (or even countably) many test matrices is possible in the general 
case of more than three subspaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let .Y be a fured finite family of closed subspaces of X, and suppose that 
we are interested to decide whether YY is matrix-closed. 
We will say that g is n-stable and sum-closed if 
(a) G, n G, E 27 for G,, G, E g and 
(b) G, + ... +G, is closed for G,, . . . , G, E A?. 
Since, like g {G, n ... n GkIG1,. . . , G, E k?} is also matrix-closed by 
[l, Proposition 4.4(m)], and since arbitrary sums of members of a matrix- 
closed family are obviously closed, it suffices to investigate n-stable and 
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sum-closed families. Therefore, from now on it will be tacitly assumed that .Y 
is such a family. 
In order to have a notation which is suitable for the constructions we have 
in mind, it is necessary to introduce some new terminology. Let m and nc 
(forgES’)beinNa={O,I,2 ,... ),and 
Mo = (a(j,i;G))j=i ,..., m,i=i ,..., nc 
be an m x nG matrix of scalars for every G (some or even all M, might be 
empty if m = 0 or no = 0). The family J = CM,), E g gives rise to an 
operator &A from 
n G x ..- x G 
“c 
to X” by 
(The sums where no = 0 are defined to be 0 E X.) Using this notation, a 
family 3 will be matrix-closed iff all A, have a closed range; this is nothing 
but the trivial observation that-with A, as at the beginning of Section 
l-in order to calculate range A, one might group like Gi together. 
How can one check that all A,, have a closed range? The idea is to 
reduce the problem by passing to simpler matrices; that is, we will investigate 
what algebraic manipulations by which matrices usually are simplified have 
no influence on whether the range of the associated A, is closed. 
As a trivial illustration consider the case where a certain M, with no 2 1 
has a column with only zero entries. If this column is canceled, the associated 
operator will have the same range as A,. To formalize this idea we introduce 
the: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let J% and 2 be families of matrices as above. (It is 
not assumed that the number of the rows of the matrices in M is the same as _ 
the corresponding number for A.> We will write A *J% if one can prove 
that range A, is necessarily closed when range Ai is. 
The following proposition, which can be proved by using the t_echniques 
of 11, 4.2 and 4.31, describes a number of simple situations where M *A can 
be guaranteed. A more subtle result can be found in Proposition 2.4 below. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. For i = 1, . . . ,6, .k+.d% implies A& +A. Here 





For certain fixed 1 < j, < j, < m ( = the number of rows in the 
M,) the i& are constructed from the M, by interchanging the 
A? +A: 
j, th and the j, th row. 
2 
With j, and j, as in +, one has replaced the j, th row in each M, 
1 
_k ;A%: 
with the j, th row plus a fixed multiple of the j, th row. 
For some fixed 1 < j < m one has multiplied the j th row of M, by 
A?+.,@: 
a fixed nonzero scalar to obtain R,. 
4 
For some G, E Z?, LI& is constructedfrom MGO by interchanging 
&- +A 
two columns; for all other G one has A& = M,. 
5 
There are G,, G, E g with G, c G, (where G, = G, is admissi- 
ble) such that A&, is derived from MC1 by replacing its 
i, th column with that column plus a fixed scalar times the i, th 
column of MG,; here 1 < i, < ncl and 1 < i, < +,. For all 
A?;A%: 
G # G, one has A& = M,. 
One has multiplied a certain column in one of the M,‘s by a 
nonzero scalar to get from A to ~$7 
It will be convenient to write k-J (the “e” stands for “elementary”) 
if k has been derived from J% by apeplying once or several times the opera- 
tions + (i = l,..., 6). Also, if P is a property J can have, we will say “by 
Proposftion 2.2 J has P” if there is an _k with P and 2-J. For 
e 
example, if the M, in & are m X nG matrices and j E (1,. . . , m) is fmed, 
by Proposition 2.2 all M, with n G > 1 have the property that the jth row 
contains only zero entries or is of the form (0,. . . , 0,l) E KJ”“. 
In order to arrive at less elementary examples where J 3-M holds, we 
need some further preparations. To this end we consider our .Y as an ordered 
space where the order is induced by the ordinary inclusion. Since YZ is 
assumed to be n-stable, (Y?‘, C) is a semilattice: every pair of elements 
admits an infimum. Occasionally it might be convenient to visualize the order 
by using a graph (G, c G, is expressed as 
I 
where the lower and the upper knot stand for G, and G,, respectively.) For 
example, in Figure l(a) we see a chain of three spaces, i.e. .Y = {G,, G,, Gs) 
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with G, c G, c G,; and (b) and Cc) re p resent, respectively, the cases .F = 
{G,, G,, G, n G,I and 9 = {G,, G,, G,, G, n G,, G, n G,, G, C-J G,, 
G, n G, n G,). 
Of particular importance will be subfamilies XC CT such that for different 
G, H E% neither G c H nor H c G holds; every such X will be called 
a p.i.e. (for “pairwise incomparable elements”). A p.i.e. having n elements 
is said to be an n-p.i.e.; here 3-p.i.e.‘s will be of particular importance. 
In example (c) there are precisely two 3-p.i.e.‘s, but no 3-p.i.e.‘s exist in 
examples (a) and (b). 
LEMMA 2.3. 
(i) Let X c 27. Then (ap,i.e, := {G 1 G E X; there is no G, E Xsuch that 
G C G, and G f G,} is a p.i.e. Note that (mp,i.e, dominates .Z in the 
following sense: for every G E &” there is G, E (A?)p,i.e. with G C G,. 
(ii) Suppose that, for a certain d E N with d > 2, every two distinct 
d-p.i.e.‘s are disjointr Then the d-p.i.e.‘s are completely ordered: For any 
distinct d-p.i.e.‘s ZZ’either 
or 
holds; we will write Z+ A? in the first and AY+ L%? in the second case. 
In particular it follows that every family of d-p.i.e.‘s has a largest element 
w.r.t. <. 
Proof. Only (’ ‘) u needs a proof. So suppose that Zand *are distinct and 
(b) 
FIG. 1. 
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thus disjoint d-p.i.e.‘s. Define 
and similarly3 and 2*. Then fl n Z* = 0, since otherwise +%? would not 
be a p.i.e. We also have 3 = fl U Zs : if there existed a G E 2 neither in 
fl nor in Z*, then 2?U {G} would be a (d + l)-p.i.e.; but such p.i.e.‘s 
cannot exist if every pair of distinct d-p.i.e.‘s is disjoint. Similarly one shows 
that 2 is the disjoint union of 3 and $*. The claim is that one of the se_ts 
&“,Z* ,S?, g. is empty. Suppose that this were not the case. Then fl U AT 
and %‘* UX* are p.i.e.‘s, both sets intersect # and 2, and one of them 
contains at least d elements, since the total number of elements is 2d. This 
contradicts our assumption that different d-p.i.e.‘s are disjoint. n 
Facts about p.i.e.‘s will be useful in simplifying matrices. For example, if 
j E {l,..., m} is fmed and 3 := ({G 1 the jth row in M, contains at least one 
nonzero entryl)p.i.e,, then using Proposition 2.2 + , +, 4, we may simplify 
the M, with n6 > 1 so that the jth row is zero l%r th5e G% q and (0, . . . , 1) 
for G ‘q. 
Even more is true: if at least one of the 3 is a “small” p.i.e., then a 
reduction of the number of columns is possible. This will be of crucial 
importance in the proof (which will be by induction on the number of 
columns) of our main Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A be given, and suppose that for spme j E (1, . ,. , m} 
the p.i.e. q has one or two elements. Then there is an A such that A *.N 
and 121 < IAl (:= En,, the total number of columns in the M,); also 
rk < m (= the common number of rows in the M,). 
Proof. As has already been noted, we may assume by Proposition 2.2 
that the jth row of M, vanishes if G eq and is (0,. . . , 0, 1) E DdnG if 
G E q. Also, we may and will assume that j = m. 
Case 1: card&“, = 1. Write Zm = {G,}. By another application of 
Proposition 2.2 (this time --) comes into play) we may assume that in the last 
column of MGO all entries2 but the last vanish. -Define .,+r? to be the col- 
lection of the following +L X 6, matrices M, = (Z(j, i; G))j, i (where 
& := m - I, fit := n, for G # G,, and fiZn := n,+ - 1): Z(j, i, G) := 
a(j, i, G) for G E .Y’, j = 1,. . . , h, i = 1,. . . , n6. (That is, all matrices M, 
have lost their last row, and MGO also its last column). It is left to the reader 
to check that i ~.JY (maybe after the discussion of case 2). 
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Case 2: cardZm = 2. We prefer to illustrate the idea of the proof with 
an example which should make it clear that the essential ingredient is the 
following elementary fact: 
(1) Suppose that G, and G, are closed subspaces such that G, + G, is 
closed. Whenever gf E G, and gk E G, are given for k E N such that 
limk(gf + gi> = 0, there are 2” 
g$ - 2” converge to zero. 
E G, n G, such that both gf + 2” and 
In our example we will assume that 9 = (G,, G,, G, f’ G,) is sum-closed 
and that Z= (G,, G,} is a p.i.e. Suppose that J% = (M,) is given by 
Define k by 
4, = (3), A2 = 0, &,oc2 = (7 6) 
(i.e., the last rows in all Jo as well the last columns in _,.+, and J&, are 
deleted, but the last column of kc, has been added to ho, o o,. 
We claim that i *A. To prove this we assume that range A,- is closed, 
and we have to show that range A,, also is. Thus assume that there are given 
sequences (gf;G,)k,(g$;G,)k in G,, (gf;;C,)k in G,, and (gf;C,nG,)k in 
G, f~ G, as well as x1, x2 E X such that 
By assumption we have x2 = g, + g, for suitable gi E Gi, and by (1) we 
may choose gkcInc, such that (diGI - a) + giicInc,, (gf;6, - gd - 
g;. G n 6, -+ 0. Thus z 1 
%lk, 6, + 7&,nc, + 6&,x, --)x1 - 6g,, 
and since Ai has a closed range, we find g,.o E G,, / I gl;G,nG,, 
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&;C,nG,EC, n Ga with3gi,c, + 7gi;c,oc, + 6g2;g,no, =x1 - 6g,. With 
n n 
tzZ;G, := g1 - gz;c,nc,; a; 6, n 6, := &C,flC,~ 
A . 
g1;q := gl;G,; gl:G, := g2 + gz;c, n 6,) 
it is then clear that 
,. 
gZ;G, + &;G, = x2> 
and this proves that A, has a closed range. 
In the general case, write xm = (G,, G,}. As in the discussion of case 1, 
we may assume that MG1 has as a last column the entries 0, 0, . . . , 0,l. 
Denote by k the family of the following fi X GG matrices .J& = 
(Z(j, i; G)) (where r% := m - 1, iii, := n, for G EZ, and G Z G, n G,, 
nc := n, - 1 for G EZ~, and fro := n, + 1 for G = G, n G,): 
u(j, i; G) ifG#G,flG,orifG=GinG,and 
. - 
6(j, i; G) := ” nG,nG2y 
+ nGz; G2) if G = G, n G, and i = fiGloG 2 
for G E 27, j = 1,. . . , CL, i = 1,. . . , iii, (that is, the last column of MG2 is 
appended to M,, n G,, the matrices MG1 and MG2 lose their last co_lumn, and 
all last rows are removed). Then it follows as in the example that J *A. n 
3. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR MATRIX-CLOSEDNESS 
Let F be a finite family of closed subspaces of X which is astable. In 
order to check whether .Y is sum-closed it suffices to investigate the ranges 
of the operators A, with J? = (AG>, where all JG are either 0 or (1). 
The fact that g is sum-closed does not imply that .Y is matrix-closed 11, 
Proposition 4.51. However, it would be desirable to have a simple test, e.g., by 
checking the ranges of finitely many A, (maybe with a large number of 
complicated L). Such a test cannot exist, even if we restrict ourselves to the 
case of four spaces, as will be proved in Section 4. Here we will show that no 
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additional test is necessary-i.e., that a sum-closed n-stable family is already 
matrix-closed-provided the ordered space (G, C) has a simple structure 
w.r.t. p.i.e.‘s: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g be n-stable and sum-closed, and suppose that in 
(g’, C> every two distinct 3-p.i.e.‘s are disjoint. Then g is matrix-closed. 
Proof. We have to show that the ranges of all A, are closed, and this 
will be proved by induction on 1.~1, the total number of columns. 
141 = 0 means that A, is the zero operator, so that range A, surely is 
closed. Now suppose that n E N is fixed and that it is known that range A, 
is closed whenever I.&l < n. 
If the same does not hold for all J? with /&I = n, we select one J% such 
that AM is not closed and m, the number of rows, is minimal. We will see 
that the existence of such an J leads to a contradiction. 
As usual we write JZ? = (M,). Since _M is minimal, there is no j E 
{I,. . . , m) such that the jth row of all M, has only zero entries, and 
therefore all p.i.e.‘s 
q := ({G 1 the jth row in M, does not vanish identically})r.,., 
are nonempty. If there existed a j E (1,. . . , m} with card? E {1,2}, we 
could by Lemma 2.4, find an 2 with 1.k < n and 2 -1; but this is not 
possible, since range A,- is closed by our induction hypothesis but range A, 
is not. Hence all q are 3-p.i.e.‘s (larger p.i.e.‘s don’t exist in g’) and thus 
pairwise identical or disjoint. By Lemma 2.3 one of the 3 is maximal 
w.r.t. -c, and we will denote by+%? this maximal p.i.e. Proposition 2.2 enables 
us to assume that we may find an mO E (1, . . . , m} such that Zi = Za = 
. . . =X~n=~and~n~=Oaswellas~~Zforj~{mO+I,...,m}. 
CLAIM 1. Forj > m, and G ~Zthej th row in M, vanishes identically. 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that this were not the case for some G and j. 
Then, by Lemma 2.3(i), we could find an H E$’ with G C H. But Rj’ +Z 
so that, for a suitable 6 E X, we would have H c 6, which would imply that 
G c G, contradicting the fact that S is a p.i.e. (of course, G # G, since 
otherwise Z’ n %j’ # 0). 
CLAIM 2. Write Z= {G,, G,, G3}. Then the matrices MCI, MG2, Mc, 
have the same rank, say r. 
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Proof of Claim 2. This is clear if m, = 1, and in this case the common 
rank will be 1. So assume that m, > 1 and that, e.g., t-i := rank M,, > 
rank MG, =: r2. Denote by xi,. . . , x,,,~ and yl,. . . , ym, the first m, rows in 
AC, and Aox, respectively. By assumption there are A,, . . . , Am0 E K with 
CAj xj # 0, CAj yj = 0; for simplicity we will assume that xi # - Xi B 2 hj xj, 
but y1 = -Cj,z Ajyj. 
Now, with Proposition 2.2 +, we arrive at an i such that i *.JY, and 
the first row of _J& 
2 
vanishes but the first row of io, does n&. Since 
range AA is not closed, neither is range A,- and both J and 2 have the 
same number of rows and columns. Now consider 
gl := (GI h f t t e us row of fi, does not vanish)p.i.e. 
As before, we conclude from Lemma 2.3 that 2i is a 3-p.i.e. It must be 
different from X (since G, E *i), so that 2 II @i = 0. But on the other 
hand we find-by Lemma 2.3(i)-a G ~2~ with G, c d and also a G l 2 
with 6 1 6 (this follows from the fact that, by construction, if the first row of 
$c is not zero, necessarily one of the first r rpws in Me is also not the zero 
row, sg that G must be dominated by some 6 EX). This is possible only if 
G = G, so that G = 6, and therefore we have found in Z and 2i two 
different 3-p.i.e,‘s which are not disjoint, a contradiction. W 
CLAIM 3. nGl = nG2 = nG3 = r. 
Proof of Claim 3. Since rank M, = r, we surely have nG > r for 
p = 1,2,3. Suppose that, e.g., nG, > r. ‘Then it would be easy to modify J 
such that M,, contains a zero column (use Proposition 2.2 -+, and recall 
that all rows after the rth one vanish). But, canceling this column, we would 
arrive at an J with nonclosed range A, and with I AI < n, a contradiction. 
W 
We now can conclude the proof. We know that the M, ( p = 1,2,3) are 
m x r matrices of rank r for which the rows r + 1, . . . , m Vanish identically, 
and-by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3(i)-that for G 6 Z’ the first r rows 
vanish in M,. This enable s us to simplify the situation even further. By 
applying Proposition 2.2 T, ;, + for the first r rows and Proposition 
2.2 -+, +, + for the columns of the MGP we can additionally assume that 
3 4 5 
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the M, are diagonal; i.e. a(j, i; G,) = aji. (One has to be a little bit careful: 
First, &agonalize M,,. Next, produce a 1 in the top left position and use this 
to get zeros in the remaining entries of the first row and the first column of 
MG2. The latter procedure destroys the diagonalization of Mc,, but we can 
restore this by + operations on the columns of MaI. Similarly one gets a 1 
fora(2,2;G,)~dzerosforthea(j,i;G,)forj=2,i#2andi=2,j#2 
until finally, after r steps, Mcz and MCI are simultaneously diagonalized. 
Now produce a 1 at ~(1, 1; G,) with -+ and +. Changing the a(j, i; G,) 
with j = 1, i # 1 and i = 1, j # 1 to ziro changes the first column of Mu, 
and MG2, but -+ o 
4 p 
erations allow us to produce diagonal matrices again. We 
could stop here and proceed as described below, but we could also continue 
in the same way until all matrices M,,, MGZ, Mc, were diagonalized 
simultaneously.) Now define .k such that in all M, the first row is canceled 
and also, for p = 1,2,3, the first column in McP. Then range A, 
is-up to isomorphism-the direct product of G, + G, + G, and range Ai-, 
so that .k =+A. This obviously is a contradiction, since 121 < I.&]. n 
COROLLARY 3.2. L,et g be n-stable and sum-closed. Each of the follow- 
ing conditions imply that g is matrix-closed: 
(i) S is of the form {G,, G,, . . . , G,} with G, c G, c ... c G,. 
(ii) There are no 3-p.i.e.‘s in .F. 
(iii) g is of the form {G,, G,, G, f~ G,} (so that {G,, G,}, for arbitrary 
closed subspaces G,, G,, is matrix-closed iff G, + G, is closed). 
(iv) .9 is of the form {G,, G,, G,, G, I? G,,G, fl G,, G, fl G,,G, n 
G, n G,} (hence (G,, G,, G3} is matrix-closed iff the sums calculated 
from arbitrary subfamilies of {G,, G,, G,, G, n G,, G, n G,, G, n G,3} are 
closed). 
NOTES. 
(a) Only (i) is not new (see [l, Proposition 4.41); of particular interest 
seem to be (iii) and (iv). The author knows of no proof of (iii) [not to say of 
(iv)] which is sign’f 1 scantly simpler than the one presented here using p.i.e.‘s 
and the reductio-ad-absurdum technique. 
(b) Once having understood how to apply the techniques centering 
around Proposition 2.2 and p.i.e.‘s, it is easy to derive further results. For 
example, Proposition 2.2 + implies without much effort that Z7 U 5 is 
matrix-closed if k?‘, @ are d&joint matrix-closed families such that for every 
G E .9 there exists a G E g with G c 6. 
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4. HOW COMPLEX IS IT TO CHECK MATRIX-CLOSEDNESS? 
The aim of this section is to investigate in detail the matrix-closedness of 
certain very special n-stable and sum-closed families .F for which the 
semilattice (2Z’, C) looks like 
i.e., it is in a sense the simplest situation where the S-p.i.e. condition of 
Theorem 3.1 is violated. We will characterize the matrix-closedness of the %’ 
under consideration in Proposition 4.3, and this will enable us to prove that it 
is not possible to find finitely or even countably many matrices _& which 
could serve as test matrices for checking the matrix-closedness of families of 
four subspaces (Theorem 4.7). 
Let H,, H,, H,, H, be closed subspaces of a Banach space X such that 
Hi CT Hi = (O} and Hi + Hj = X for i Zj. Then surely .F = (H,, H,, H,, 
H4, {0}} is n-stable and sum-closed, and only such g-which will be cal- 
led *-families for short-will be studied in this section. It will be conveni- 
ent to change the notation slightly: if 9 is a *-family and J% = CM,) is a 
matrix in the notation of Section 2, we will write np := n Mp := 
MHp, and a(j, i; p) := a(j, i; H,,xj = 1,. . . , m, i = 1,. . . , n,) heryfor p = 
1 , . . . ,4; we will also assume that Mrol = 0. 
Occasionally, if certain matrix manipulations are to be explained, it will be 
of some help to visualize such an J as 
As before, the idea will be to simplify the matrices under consideration so 
that in the end only “a few” cases have to be investigated. It will be useful to 
have a notation which corresponds to that introduced in Definition 2.1 and 
which respects the fact that we are dealing only with *-families here: 
DEFINITION 4.1. For A% and 2 we write _.&?y& provided one can 
prove that for any *-family .Y for which range Ai is closed, range A, is 
also. Trivially .J% -./Y implies & *A, but we will see that the additional * 
properties *-families have yield more 7 operations: 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let _J% = CM,,),= 1, 2,3,4 be given such that there are 
j, E 0,. . . , d, 1 G p1 < pz < 4, 1 < i, < n , 1 Q i, Q np2 such that 
a(j,, i,; +I, a(j, i,; pz) + v but a(j, i,; p1) =“h(j, i,; pz) = 0 for j +j,. 
Define _k = (J%~), w&-e M,, is constructed from M,, by canceling the j, th 
row. We claim that JT -4. * 
Proof. The assertion will be a consequence of the fact that H,, + H,,2 = 
X for *-families. Suppose that g is a *-family and that Ai has a closed 
range. Further assume that there are given g:; p,. . . , g:P; p E H, for k E N 
such that, for suitable x1,. . . , x,, 
t ?a(j,i;p)g& Txxj (j = l,...,m). 
p=l i=l 
We have to show that there are g,; p,. . . , gap; p E H, such that 
(2) t 2 dj, i; p)g+, = xj (j = 1, . . . . ml. 
p=l i=l 
By assumption we find such g for which (2) is satisfied for the j with 
j # j,. However, the gil; p,, giz; p2 which occur in these sums can be replaced 
by any other elements of HP, and HP,, respectively, since the corresponding 
a’s vanish by assumption. To choose them such that (2) holds also for j = j,, 
consider 
x := xjo - t 2 a(j,,i; p)giip + a(j,,il; Pdgi,;p, 
p=l i=l 
+ a(jo,i2; P2)gi,;pe’ 
x lies in HP, + HP2 and hence can be written as a(j,, i,; pl)gi,, p, + a(j,, 
i,; pz)gi,, pz for gi,;pl and &, p2 in HP, and HP,. Replacing gii. pp by ii,. p, 
and gi,; pn bY Si,; pz’ ’ we finally get g’s which satisfy (2) for all j. ’ W 
Now suppose that g is a fmed *-family which is not matrix-closed. Then 
certainly there is an .L% = (M,,),= 1,2,3 4 such that A, does not have a closed 
range and for which n := IA1 is minimal among the JY with this property. 
Also we may assume that m, the common number of rows in A, is also 
minimal among the J% with nonclosed range AL and l&l = n. 
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We will show that there is an 2 of a certain simple type such that 
J#?T~R. (so that, in particular, range A,- will not be closed). The final result 
will be stated in Proposition 4.3 below; admittedly the reduction procedure is 
rather technical and involved. 
Step 1. Let r := rank M,. We certainly have r > 1, since M, = 
0 would mean that {H,, H,, H4} is not matrix-closed, in contradiction to 
Theorem 3.1. (Similarly it follows that also M,, M,, M, have positive rank.) 
Using the operations of Proposition 2.2, we may assume that M, has diagonal 
form, i.e. 
a(j,i;l) = 
1 for i=jandI<i<r 
0 otherwise. 
Since J has a minimal number of columns no zero columns occur, i.e. 
r = ni. Therefore we may assume that J looks like Figure 2, where M,,, 
andM,s are suitable r X np and (m - r) X np matrices, respectively. 
Step’ 2. With s := m - r, we claim that s > 1. Suppose that this were 
not the case. We then could choose any nonzero column in M,, 1 (= M, 
under this assumption). Suppose e.g. that a(l, 1; 2) # 0. Then, by applying 
the operations +, +, + we can arrive at a(j, 1,2) = Sji for j = 1,. . . , m. 
This, unfortunatkly, ian %hange the first column in M, but we can restore 
this easily by applying -+ to the columns of M, (which has no effect on the 
first column of M,). No& M, and M, have first columns which are nonzero 
precisely at the first entry, and this would imply by Lemma 4.2 that there is 
an JG? with _J@ +A, 1 .k = m, but with less rows than J%, in contradiction to 
the minimality issumption for the number of rows in & (note that range A,- 
as well as range A, will not be closed). 
Step 3. We claim that rank M,,, = s. If not, an application of -+ would 
produce a zero row in M,,,; suppose e.g. that all a(m, i; 2) vanish. 2But then 
at most two of the last lines (but of course at least one, since m was minimal) 
are different from zero, which would allow one to decrease the number of 
columns by using Lemma 2.4, contradicting again the minimahty assumption. 
We now diagonalize M,, 2 by using the + operations on J for the columns 
in .HZ andtherows r+ l,..., m. Then ‘M has the form shown in Figure 3, 
where M,, i, M, 2 may have other entries than the M,, 1, M,,, considered at 
the end of step I (a convention which applies also to the investigations which 
follow). 
Step 4. We claim that there is in fact no zero column in M,,,, i.e. that 
n2 = s. In fact, if we had s < ns we could find a j, E (1, . . . , r} with 
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M&l fif3,, M4,1 
0 1 
-- -l- - -I- - -I- - - 
c--- 
1 II.2 713 n4 
FIG. 2. 
a(j,, nLz; 2) # 0, and with + operations followed by + operations for the 
columns of M, we would ar%ve at an .M where M, and4 M, 2 look as before 
but a(j, n2; 2) = Sj, j,. Lemma 4.2, applied to the j,th column of M, and the 
last column of M,, would allow us to decrease the number of columns, a 
contradiction. Now, knowing that n, = s, it is easy with -+ to produce zero 
entries for M,, 1, and so we arrive at Figure 4. 
2 
Step 5. We now consider M, 2. The rank of this matrix is necessarily s, 
and also n3 = s must hold, as can be proved like the similar assertion for 
M 2-2 in step 3 and step 4. After a diagonalization procedure which-when 
done carefully-produces the same M, and M, as before, we can also 
assume that M, satisfies ~(j,i;3)=6,+,,~ for i=l,...,s andj=r+ 
1 I***> 711. 
Step 6. Consider the first column in M, 1. It cannot be zero, since 
otherwise Lemma 4.2 (applied with pi = 2, ‘p2 = 3, ii = i, = 1) would 
allow us to decrease the number of rows. -+ + -+ operations followed by 
1 2 3 
+- operations in the columns of M, allow us to assume that 
a j, 1; 3) =‘ajl for j = 1,. . . , 
; -i+ 
r. By manipulations which are a a little bit 
more complicated we also can arrive at u(i, 1; 3) = 0 for i > 1: 
(a> use + to get u(i) 1; 3) = 0 for i > 1 (this changes MS, ,); 
5 
(b) use + in the rows r + 1, . . . , m to rediagonalize M,, 2 (this will cause 
changes ii M, ,); 
(c) rediagonahze M,,, with +. 
Similarly we can obtain a 1 f:r u(2,2; 3) and zeros for a(j, i; 3) with i = 2 
and j = 3, . . . , m and with j = 2 and i = 3, . . . , s, and continuing in this way 
we have u(j, i; 3) = aj, i for j < r and all i. Zero columns or zero rows 
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K 112 113 114 
1 0 
0 \ 1 
Al,,, A44,l &,I 
---- -,------- 
O I 10; 0 liO h&,2 M4,2 
FIG. 3. 
cannot occur in M, I (so that in particular r = s), since otherwise Lemma 
2.4 or 4.2 would yield a contradiction, and this means that we can assume that 
4 has the form shown in figure 5. 
Step 7. The ideas applied in step 3 and step 4 lead now to 
rank M,, 1, rank M, 2 = r, so that n4 > r. Suppose that n4 > r. We use -+ 
and -+ to produce in M, a last column the first r entries of which vani$h. 
One O5f those entries must be different from zero; suppose e.g. that a(r + 
1, nq; 4) = 1. With + we can change M, so that a(j, n4; 4) = S,., r, j. This, 
however, produced iew M, 2 and M,, 2, but with -+ , M,,, can easily be 
rediagonalized. Again with the help of Lemma 4.2 (fhis time with /IQ = 2, 
pz = 4, i, = 1, i, = nJ we would arrive at a contradiction. Hence r = n4, 
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FIG. 5. 
Step 8. This is the last and the most complicated step: we want to 
diagonahze n/r, 2 without changing M,, M,, M,. The problem is similar to 
that when one &ants to restore Rubik’s cube, and our “moves” are similarly 
tricky. Start with -+ and + to get a(r + 1, i; 4) = Si, for i = 1,. . . , r’. 
4 5 
Then: 
(a) use ; to obtain a(j, 1; 4) = Sj, ,.+ 1 for j > r + 1 (this will change the 
first column of M, 2 and M, ,>; 
(b) restore the first column of M,,, with + (now also M,, 1 is no longer 
diagonal); 
5 
(c) rediagonalize M,, i with + (which causes changes in M,,,); 
2 
(d) rediagonalize M, 1 and M,,, with + . 
5 
After these operations the “nice” M’s look as before, but in M4, 2 we have 
additionally a(r + 1, r; 4) = 1 and a(j, i; 4) = 0 for j = r + 1 and i > 1 and 
for j > r + 1 and i = I. After repeating this procedure r - 1 times we 
arrive at an J% which looks like Figure 6, where E, and 0, denote the r X r 
unit matrix and zero matrix, respectively, and D stands for an r X T matrix 
which is invertible. Such an J will be denoted by .Hn, and we have proved 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let g be a *-family. Then F is matrix-closed iff the 
ranges of all operators Acr, are closed. 
In order to show that finitely many _&n do not suffice to check matrix- 
closedness, we consider a generalization of the situation described in [l, 
Proposition 4.51: 
DEFINITION 4.4. 
(i) Let h E H, Ihl < 1, h # 0, 1, be fured. Define subspaces U,^ for 
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FIG. 6. 
p = 1,2,3,4 of 06’ by 
IJ: := lin{(A,l)}, U,^ := lin{ (1, 1)} , 
Ut := lin{(l,O)}, IJi := lin{ (0,l)). 
(ii) If 1 = (hk) is a sequence with I A,1 < 1, infk mint1 A, - II, I &II > 0, 
we define, with X := l”(W2), subspaces H: for p = 1,2,3,4 by H: := 
f(q) E XIX, E *k UP for all k}; we will equip K2 with the 1; norm, and X 
has the usual supremum norm. 
(iii) For _h as in (ii), ??A means the family { H:l p = 1,2,3,4) U ((0)). It is 
obvious that all 9’” are *-families. 
We want to draw conclusions from Proposition 4.3 for the g’“. The 
following well-known facts will be used: 
(3) Let T : X + Y be a linear continuous operator between Banach 
spaces. Then T has a closed range iff there is an R > 0 such that for x with 
IlTxll < 1 there exists 36 such that lIZI < R and TX’ = TX. 
(4) Suppose that D is an T X r matrix with eigenvalues (+i, . . . , a,, and 
n > 0. Then there is an R > 0 such that for A E K, mini A - 51 > 77 the 
following holds: for a,, . . . , a, E K with maxlap < 1 there are cri, . . . . (Y, 
withmaxlcu,l<RandCidjiai-Aolj=ujforj=l,...,r. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let D be an invertible r X r matrix, and _h as in Definition 
4.4(C) such that inf(l Ak - a;1 1 k, j} =: 17 > 0. Then range A,” is closed. 
Prooj. Let xi,. . . , z2r be given such that 11 xpll < 1 and such that there 
are A,,..., A, E H;, B 1,. . . , B, E H&, C,, . . . , C, H$, D,, . . . , 0, E Hi 
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for which 
(5) A,+C,+Cr=ld,_iDi=~pforp=l,...,~, 
(6) B, + C, + D, = xp+,. for p = 1,. . . , t-. 
By (3) we have to show that the same equations can be satisfied with 
bounded A’s, B’s, C’s, D’s, where the bound is independent of the x,,. 
Suppose for the moment that x~+~ = 0 for p = 1,. . . , r. Then, writing 
xP = ((a;, bpk))k, 
A, = (Y,k(L A,)),, BP = (PPf 6L9)k’ 
we conclude from (6) that op” = Rpk and then from (5) that rpk + ap” = 
a:, ypkhk + Ci dpi a+ = bb p, or Cd,, c~/ - h, I$ = bp” - ai hk. The absolute 
values of the righi-hand sides are bounded by 2, so that-with R as in 
(4)-the lop”1 are bounded by 2R, and it follows that II A,lI, ll B,ll, IIC,II, 
llDpll < 2R + 1. 
If the rp+r 
A h LI 
do not vanish, we write xp+r = BP + Cp *with BP 5 H$, 
tip E H$ and llRpll, llepll =G 2, and by passing to A,, BP - BP, C, - C,, 0, 
can reduce the investigations to the case already considered. W 
Conversely, we have the 
LEMMA 4.6. Let _h be as in Definition 4.4(u); suppose that h, := lim Ak 
exists and that hk # A, for all k. Then, with D := (A,), AMD fails to have a 
closed range. 
Proof. Similarly to the proof of [l, 4.51, it can easily be shown that, with 
x = ((a,, bk)Ik (x, 0) E X2 lies in the range of ALD iff ((b, - a,&>/(& - 
hk)) is a bounded sequence. Thus, for example, (z?, 0) lies in (range AAD)-\ 
range AAD if we define x^ := ((0, dm)), . n 
After these preparations we are able to prove the main result of this 
section: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let <&a>,E I be a family of matrices of the form 
4 = (q3,==,,,,,,,. Suppose that this family has the property that every 
F7 = { H,, H,, H,, H4} is matrix-closed provided that all operators A, have a 
closed range. Then I is uncountable. 
= 
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Proof. Choose for any cr an invertible Da such that An_ YJ~_ That this 
is possible has been shown in the investigations leading to Proposition 4.3. 
Now suppose that I is countable. Then there are only countably many points 
in K which are an eigenvalue of some Da, and we may chose a sequence _h as 
in Lemma 4.6 such that h, and the A, are different from all these eigenval- 
ues. In particular, for any fixed (Y, (hk) has a positive distance from the 
eigenvalues of D,, so that Ale, has a closed range when AJD, is applied to 
the subspaces in 9’“. But thenby the definition of 3, all range A,= should 
also be closed, which would prove by assumption the matrix-closedness of 
.Vh. But by Lemma 4.6 this family does not have this property, which proves 
the theorem. n 
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